The LEADERSHIP MINOR is an 18 hour academic and experiential opportunity for all students to develop and enhance their abilities to lead. Each student must also complete at least 40 hours of documented service-learning experience or specific community service related to the student’s stated goals for admission. Upon completion of the academic and experiential requirements, students will be required to meet with their student affairs mentor to prepare, publish and discuss a reflective analysis of their experience. Admission into the program will be based on an overall assessment of an applicant’s educational career and social goals. Applicants must complete a written application and be interviewed prior to acceptance into the program.
To achieve the leadership minor objectives, students are required to take six hours of course work in **three** areas (18 total hours):

**CONTENT COURSE WORK, six hours**

**HESA 2513**  
Foundations of Ethical Theory and Leadership

**HESA 4513**  
Leadership for the Common Good

**PRACTICA, six hours**

**UNIV 3110**  
Field Experience I, with or subsequent to HESA 2513

**UNIV 3110**  
Field Experience II, with or subsequent to HESA 4513

**ELECTIVES, six hours**

**Coursework** within or outside of your major as approved by the minor’s central staff.